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WIN / WIN



LIVE workshop:
3 strategies that make 
raising a deducible a 

GOOD THING

E L I M I N A T E  T H E  E X C U S E S

C H A N G E  T H E  S T O R Y

I M P R O V E  T H E  Q U A L I T Y



✓ Webinar is being RECORDED

✓ Questions:

▪ Q&A section 

✓ Value Creation – CALL TO ACTION

▪ Wait to the end… it will be WORTH IT

✓ SAVE THE DATE

▪ 10/28 = Employer Facing Webinar  
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Today’s Journey 



L E S T E R  J  M O R AL E S
Founder & CEO, Next Impact

Creator of Transparent Health Benefits 

lester.morales@nextimpactllc.com

(813) 784-1519
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TRANSPARENT HEALTH BENEFITS

➢ 19-year employee benefits professional

➢ 12 years at large consulting house

➢ $3.5M+ personal production

➢ Chief Growth Officer for $350M+ practice 

➢ Self-funding and health management expert

➢ Creator of THB and disruptor of the status quo



✓ Incentivizing members to seek the 
highest quality healthcare ALWAYS 
lowers costs

✓ Use a HRA to make a higher 
deductible a BETTER benefit 

✓ Structure a WIN / WIN plan
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OUR TOPICS 
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OUR SPEAKERS

A l l i s o n  D e P a o l i

Founder

S t e v e  S a n t a g e l o

VP of Sales

A n d r e w  M c N e r l i n

National Business 
Development Manager

J o h n  S l a t e r

Founder & President



INCENTIVIZE: 
High Quality, Lower Cost



The EBS Bridge™ Program is a cost-effective way for employers to improve 

their medical benefits by lowering annual deductibles and out of pocket 

expense limit maximums.

The employer increases the employee annual deductible and out of pocket 

maximum expense limit on the in-force group health policy, thereby reducing 

premiums substantially.  Then, the EBS Bridge™ lowers those deductibles and 

out of pocket maximums back down to where the employer desires.

The program works because the premium reduction realized by moving to the 

high deductible / high out of pocket option is greater than the cost of the 

Bridge plan.

The net effect – the employer is able to lower annual deductibles and out of 

pocket maximums for their valuable employees in a cost-effective manner.  

The employer is essentially taking the dollars that they are already spending 

on employee healthcare and moving those dollars to a much higher level of 

productivity.

The EBS Bridge ™ Program

Improve Your Medical Benefits 

Without Changing Your Insurance 

Company



The EBS Bridge ™ Program

Enables an employer to:

The EBS Bridge™ is a great fit for an employer that wants to attract a very high-quality workforce using their 

benefit package to accomplish it.  Once implemented, clients tend to stay with the program for a long time.  

The year over year cost is predictable and the accumulation of funds becomes a great financial planning tool.

The EBS Bridge™ offers great flexibility to small and medium size employers.  They now have the ability to lower 

deductibles and out of pocket maximums without having to change insurance companies. 

The EBS Bridge™ can be described as a secondary health plan because it pays after (or secondary to) the 

employer’s group health plan or policy has processed the medical claim.  

• Provide a better benefit package –

o lower deductibles,

o lower out-of-pocket expense limits,

o lower co-pays,

o 24-hour physician access with zero-dollar co-pay,

• At a guaranteed and predictable cost,

• Without having to change insurance companies.



HIGHER 
DEDUCTIBLE 



























WIN / WIN PLAN



Year
130 Life Manufacturing Client -

Claim Amount
PEPY Claim Cost PWC Trend

2018 $170,259 $1,351 $1,428 

2019 $267,497 $2,123 $1,510 

YTD 2020 $170,892 $1,356 $1,600 
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EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED SAVINGS

3200 Life Employer:

• Identified $3,300,000 in mis-billing from 
a $9,500,000 medical spend

• Identified $1,200,000 savings from a 
$4,500,000 RX spend

• Identified $1,900,000 in capital 
repatriation during a post-claim audit

600 Life Employer:

• $800,000 in medical claims savings
• $516, 000 in Rx Savings

Expected Savings:  12% of budget
Actual Savings:  20% of budget

180 Life Employer:

Changed from Carrier TPA to Independent TPA

Results:
• Pharmacy spend decreased 32%
• Mid-size claims reduced by 12%
• Reduction of large claim from $595,000 to 

$105,000

clientcare@altiqe.com
210-617-3086
https://altiqe.com/



Do you feel that, no matter what you do, you
can’t seem to control your healthcare spend?

What if I told you that achieving budgeting predictability is completely feasible, right now, without 
increasing employee contributions or further degrading their plan?

Forward-thinking employers do it every day.

A well-performing health plan does three things:

● Mitigates risk by controlling the frequency and severity of claims

● Eliminates unnecessary claims while ensuring the best possible access to high-quality care

● Turns your plan into a predictable expense 

The three simple steps below will reveal the shortcomings in your health plan and identify 
solutions for your specific challenges. 

We call this the benefitsAdvantage™ roadmap.

STEP 1
Uncover the cost 
drivers

STEP 2
Find the savings 
opportunities

STEP 3
Design your custom 
roadmap to  savings, 
cost control and 
predictability



Quality and 
Price Metrics

Is your provider applying quality metrics as well as cost metrics when 
approving care?  

High-quality care is typically on the lower end of cost: Good news for your 
budget and your employee.

Is your provider directing people to the right place for imaging?

This can generate significant savings – often more than 50% of your 
current imaging costs.

Do you know what percentage of your
claims are auto-adjudicated? And what the audit threshold is?

88% of all medical bills contain at least one error. If your auto-adjudication 
rate is 99%, how will you catch those errors?

Never mind being over-billed for an aspirin - what about paying twice for 
the same procedure??

This happens. Regularly.

We ask all these questions because they drive right to the heart of cost 
control.

If 99% of your claims are auto–adjudicated (meaning no human ever views the claim), 
you have no insight into what is happening in your plan until AFTER the claim has been 
incurred and paid.

You forfeit any opportunity to review the claim for accuracy, appropriate diagnosis/cost, or 
fraud. And no, your insurance company doesn’t do this automatically.

You also lose the opportunity to take advantage of any cost containment measures you 
have in place… or to address that pesky quality question.

What’s worse, if you can only audit post-payment, it can take months - even years -
before you recover any monies. 

You’ve lost all control!



Alternative 
Care 
Management

Effective care management is the central nervous structure of your 
plan.

It provides you, the employer, with a critical and timely review of what 
is happening, as it happens - and before you have to pay for it.

For your employees, it provides an indispensable resource to assist 
appropriate care decisions.

At the end of the day, it is far more cost-effective to ensure that 
your employees receive the right care,  from the right provider, at 
the right place and the right time. When all those conditions are 
met, the cost is usually right, too.

Who monitors whether the care being delivered is appropriate, or whether chronic conditions 
are effectively managed?

What resources are available to employees to help them make appropriate care decisions?

Did you know?

● 20% of all cancer diagnoses are incorrect. (This doesn’t mean the patient doesn’t have cancer; 
it means they are being treated for the wrong type of cancer.)

● 30% of all musculoskeletal (MSK) procedures are performed unnecessarily.

● About 70% of surgeries are performed without a second opinion (Harvard Health Review) 
Simply requiring a second opinion can save significant plan dollars.



STEP 3
DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM 
ROADMAP

If you don’t know the state of your current plan, how will you know when you’ve 
achieved your healthcare goals?

Every health plan should include a cost containment strategy – or roadmap.

Here are some questions to ask:

● What is the current status of your plan?
○ What is your claim cost per employee per year (PEPY)?
○ What do you want your PEPY cost to be?

● Have all the fiduciary items been identified and addressed?

● Have all the compliance requirements been identified and addressed?

● Does your three-to-five-year strategy cover all the necessary elements?
•Supply chain management
•Cost control
•Quality metrics
•Employee communication and engagement tools

● Is it simple and clear enough to allow all stakeholders to participate?

● Is the plan flexible enough to speed up or slow down implementation?

Every employer is different: different industries, different workforce 
size and demographics, and at different stages of the cost control 
journey.

To achieve maximum impact, you need a plan tailored specifically 
to you.





QUESTIONS?
M Y  M O M  S A Y S  T H E  O N L Y  S T U P I D  Q U E S T I O N  

I S  T H E  O N E  N E V E R  A S K E D



PARTING SHOTS

I f  y o u  o n l y  d o  1  t h i n g …



Andrew J. McNerlin

National Business 

Development Manager 

(972) 854 – 9982  

amcnerlin@ebsincms.com

John Slater 

Founder & President

(601) 353 – 0002

jslater@ebsincms.comINCENTIVIZE: 
High Quality, 
Lower Cost



Steve Santangelo 

VP of Sales

(732) 492 – 5590  

steve.santangelo@getgarner.com

HIGHER 
DEDUCTIBLE 



Allison DePaoli 

Founder

P: (210) 617 - 3086

acdepaoli@altiqe.com

WIN / WIN PLAN



L E S T E R  J  M O R A L E S

Founder & CEO, Next Impact

Creator of Transparent Health Benefits 

lester.morales@nextimpactllc.com

(813) 784-1519
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TRANSPARENT HEALTH BENEFITS



L E S T E R  J  M O R A L E S

Founder & CEO, Next Impact

Creator of Transparent Health Benefits 

lester.morales@nextimpactllc.com

(813) 784-1519
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TRANSPARENT HEALTH BENEFITS

✓ SAVE THE DATE

▪ 10/28 = Next Employer Facing Webinar 

▪ Immediate Impact: 3 strategies that make raising 
a deductible a GOOD THING for an employee or 
their family members



Thank You

C H A N G E  S T A R T S  W I T H  Y O U


